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INTRODUCTION

In December, 1971, Dr. Dennis Dunn published a "Comparison of the
3EVS, Singer/Graflex end TOWER Work Evaluation Systems." This article,

rebrint

111141t

by the Materials DeveloOment.Center as Reprint Series No. 5,

has bee4 seminsted to thousands of individupls since its ini-

tAal..public ion. Since 1971, new commercial work evaluation systems
have been revised and eXpanded,-making the original comparison by

Or. Dunn out of date. This publication is a revision and en expansion
of Dr. Dunn's original work; it compares seven commercially available
work evaluation systems (i.e. JEVS, McCarron-Dial, Singer, TAP, TOWER,
VALPAR and WREST) usinb aatandardizeil outline based on the Dunn pub-
lication and the MDC sound/slide Orientation to'Work Sample Batte-riea
Series.

The purpose of this publication is to present a reasonably objective
comparison of the seven systems. In preparing this comparison, manuals,
technical reports end related publications were used to obtain informa-
tion about each system. It Is hoped that this publication.will be used
as a guide for potential purchasers so that they can examine each system
in light of.their own.needs. Facilities considering the purchase of any
system should not only talk with vocational evaluators in facilities whp
ere using a system, but should also see the system in aCion prior to
making a final decision. ,

This publication contains four sections. The first is a brief
paper on hOwLto select a commercial vocational evaluation system. The
second is an explanation of the 14 'major points contained in the outline.
The third section is a table which presents a very brief comparison of

the %wen systems on the first ten.points in the mitline (Points 11
through 14 are not presented becduse of redundancy or pot.being appro-
priate to summarize). The fourth section contains a more detaild de-
scription of each vocational evaluation system, including reviewer's
comments, address, cost and references.

Two final comments are necessary. First, most of these systems sr! -

constantly being revised, expanded and .updated. Second, for those who
desire additional information, the Materials Development Center has a
sound-slide presentation on each of the seven vocational evaluation
systems described in this riblication.

Karl F. Botterbusch, Ph.D.
February, 1976

ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE
PURCHASED FROM MDC FOR $1.50 PER COPY
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Some Consielerations for Selection of a Commercial-
0 Vocational Evaluation System

0yer,the years many people haveTcontacted the MDC for advice con-,
cerning the most appropriate vocational evaluation system to purchase
for their facility. This section was prepared in response to these
-requests and will outline some of the factors to be considered prior.to
purchasing a commercial vocational eveluagon systeM. The evaluator .

Piss at hie disposal many tools for assessing client potential*:

1. dn-the-Job Evaluations -;-These are situations in which the
client is assessed in one or more 'nf a variety of real worl.
situations including: job site situationa.in industry, pro-
duction work situation,in sheltered employment, trial training
evaluation in et training program and simulated job stations
Oithin-the facility.

2. Work SainOles - There are four types df work samples according
to)their degree of correspondence with actual jobs: actual
job-samples, simulated job samples, cluster trait samples and
single tra....t samples.

' T

3. Psychological Tests = These include en almost endless variety
of,paper-and-pencil and apparatus techniques for measuring .

traits, abilities, etc.

Faced with the need to equip and administer a vocational evaluation unit,

many untrained and inexperienced evaluators feel that _the purchase of a
commercial evaluation battery will solve their problems. The evaluator
should analyze a number of factors in deciding the equip6lng=of the ,

evaluation unit and then carefully investigate all the tools listed above
to determine.the onee that will provide him with the best methods to .

adequately assess hiEkclienta.

The first area of cohsideration is the relationship between the
community and the,vocational. evaluation unit.-' The evaluator must ease-
fully investigate.the range end type of jobs that are'availa6le in the

local labor market. (Thus, a small rural facility or a facility in a
one industry area will most likely havR a narrower range of job eval-

. uation stations than a facility in an urban area.) Labbr market
inforMatlopn can be obtained through vocational'surveys, lomil employ-.
ment offrces end agencies, and Client placement records. Once pntential
employment opportunities have been determined, intelligent decisions can
be made on whet type of evaluation tools can best assess these demands.

0
*A detailed discussion of these techniques is found in: Task Force

No. 2, The tools of vbcatkonal evaluation, Vocational Evaluation and
Work Adjustment Bulletin, 1975, Vol. 8, Part 1, special edition, 49-64.

(The three publications of the VE(iJAA Research Project have been reprinted

in one volum (RePrint No. 12) by,MDC. Price $2.00.)



Because the evaluation outcomes marnot result in immediate cllace-

. ment, it is also necessary to investigate the tisining opportunities
available'for clients end these hhould also be reflectedlin the selec-

tion of evaluation tools. A cfient's range of occupations widens and
his'chances for upward mobility are frequently increased as a result of

training'. The piesence of an area vocational-technical schopl, private

ctrade and busineas schools,.on-the-job training programs, apprenticeship
programs and even higher education shoufd be reflected in the evaluation

unit: Vocational evaluation techniques cdvpring a wide variety of

occupational areas,, and assessing the range of cliert aptitudes and
interests are needed if the facikity is in en area where many employment

and training opportunities are available.

The-second consideretion J.s the client population. Some evaluation
unite must be capable of serving clien.s With all types of mental,
physical, psychological, and culture& disabilities. Other facilities
restrict themselves to serving either Eisingie disaility or a small*-
number of disadilities. A facility dealing with many types of handicaps
would generally heed to have techniques covering the entire range of

occupational 'ateas agd skill levels within these drees. 'A facility
providing services to a single dislpility_group could safely limit thNeIT

evaluation areas. For example, a facility serving only mentally retarded

clients could realistically avoid evaluation for occupations that re-
-quire a great deal of formalized training or higher education. Some

systems claim to have been designed specifically for a partioular level

of client functioning. When selecting evaluatiun tools, remember the
type of clients you serve--it would be a waste of time to assess a client
for a job he could not fill because of his'handicap. Also, at present
all commercial vocational evaluation systems are designed for persons
itsiho can see and hear and contain no special instructions or modifications

'for the blind or deaf. The evaluator should be aware that he frequently

will haVb to make modifications in the work samples BO that they meet
the .Elpeciel needs of his clients. In summary, if you are considering a
commercial evaluat'.on battery, check the battery against the needs of

your client-population and thhn decide: (1) if the system IA designed
for your.disability group(s), or.(2) if other evaluation techniques

would be more appropriate.

The thfrd area is the purpose of eValdetion. Although all vocational

evaluation techniquea ahould provide career infdi.mation, a particular

technique may either emphasize occupational information by providing a .

hands-on experience or ii may emphasize the assessment of present skills

and aptitudes without ielating it td career information., Some systems
attempt to provide a thorough evaluation of the client's aptitudes and

work behaviors; others provide occupaiional information and experience,.
often at the-expense Of g thorough ability assessment. The evaluator
should'check the final repoet format to determine exactly,what infor-
mation it contains; this goes a-long'Way in determining the purpose of

a particular system. The evaluator must first decide the needs in these
areas and then attempt to find or develop the evaluation tools that best

fit the.client's needs. A system should never be purchased to "fit in
somewhere."

2



The fourth area of concern is perhaps the most basic--why even
purchase a commercial evaluation system at all? All of the Systems are
relatively expensive; some are very expensive. None will probably meet
the individual needs of a facility iri.terms of community jobs and train-

.

ing;,client poptilations, and purpose of evaluation. A facility could
develop Its own evaluation unit based on Job or work samples taken. from
local industry. This would make evaluation very realistic for the
client, staff and even for a potential empinyLr. Additional work samples
could be developed frbm existing subcontracts in the workshop. This
method not only will assess the areas in which the client has his maxi-
mum functions dnd'interests, but also the areas of the shop that would
best fit the cllent. In additiony the:rlient would'receive training on
the work performed in thp workshop. Then, when the client is frangferred
from the evaluation unit, he or she will be familiar with the subcontract,
which' should alleviate the need for the supervisor to train the client
"from "scratch*"

The development tf a work sample is expensive in terms of staff
times In most facilities staff is hired to provide direct client service,
* and to have a staff person doing developmental work reduces the time
avdiIabre for-WdkRing with clients;--ftw-evaluation units can afford the
luxury of developmental,time for staff persons*. Besides the time ele-
ment, development of evaluation tools demands a working knowledge of
skills in the xffees of job and task analysis, form and report design,
.behavior analysis, statistics for norms, industrial engineering tech-
niques, etc. Although these skills are becoming more and more widespread
among.evaluators, there are still many fadilities that lack persons with
these competencies. The lack.of developmental time coupled with the in-
experience of some evaluators is partly responsible for the increased use
of commercial evaluetior systems. The purchase of these systems as a
matter of convenience does not nedesaarily it.ply that the systems are not
useful to the evaluator.

The first decision is whether the evaluation unit is meeting client
needs in terms of accuratc assessment for available jobs and/or training.
If needs are not being met, the second decision becomes a question of, (
what areas of job assessment are needed for the evaluation unit. After'
these needs are known, a thorough review of the different evaluation
techniques, commercial vocational evaluation batteries (or parts of these
batteries) and other-evailable resourcgs is made to determine how to best
meet theee. needs. There is a common pfactice for many persons to want
,to buy a system that will give all the answers. This simply dqes not
exist. There is also the possffaity of carefully selecting individual
work samples from several systems and combiniog theseinto a unified
system specific to the needd of the facility* Tp.have apprOpriate eval-
uation stations, there has to be a greet.deal of analysis of what is to
be accomplished during evaluation, the available jobs and training, the
types of clients with whom you alie working and the best way to accomplish

. 4

I.

71*The MDC Work Sample Manual Clearinghouse is attempting to reduce
the'developmental time by making completed work sample manuals available
to evaluators.

3
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the goals of your facility. This analysis is absolutery necessary
before you can develop any system.

The preceding points can only be used as general guidelines be-
cause each facility is unique. A critical factor in purchasing a
eystem should be based.on the.knowledge of what is needed and not on

the cost or attractiveness of the hardware. Usually no one system will
meet all the needs of a facility ana the purchased system should be
integrated with facility constructed devices, other evaluation systems
on-thelOob evaluation, and psychological tests. MDC suggests that a
facility obtain as much accurate information as possible about a a tem

prior to purchase. .Some sources of information are:

1. The informkgion contained in this publication.

2. MDC has a sound-slide presentation on each ev uation system
destribed in this publication. View the.presentati B on the system(s).
you are considering.

3. Talk with evaluators in other faci ties who are using the
system you' have in mind end see what the hink of it.

4. If possible, try dut the sy em yourself with clients in another
facility.

5. Wriee.the system's m ufacturer end ohtain current information.

In canclutiIón, MDC cannot ecommend what system(s) will be best for your
facility because select g the appropriate svstem is (or should be)

based on an accurate, ealistic assessment of the unique needs of each
facility.

S.

Karl F. Botterbuach, Ph.D.
Arnold B. SEW, Ed.D.

1,

V.



VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SYgtEM OUTLINE

1. Developmeht

a. Sponsor - The name of the organization who origina/ly funded or%
finahced the development of the vocational evaluation-system.

b. Target.Group What'speciffc populations, such as disadvan-
taged mentally retarded, or 'physically handicapped, Wes thy
system designed to serve?

c. Basis of the System - What theoretical or. organizational princi-
ple, such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, was used as
a basis for development?

2. Organization
.

a. Name and Number uf Work Samples - What are the names of the work
samples and how many work samples does the system containf

b. Grouping of Work Samples - What is the arrangement of the indi-
vidual work'samples within the syste'ia. Ake several work samples
grouped in a hierarchy or is each work sample indepe6ndent?

c. Packagipg of Work Samples - What is the physidal set-up of the
work samples in the battery?

d. Manual - Whet is the physical description of the manual and
does it provide all the details that the evaluatme needs to .

.know in order to use the system?. .

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. Preliminary Screening - What information is needed or uhat,deci-
sions must be made before a client can be administered the
system?

b. Sequence of Work Sample Administration - In what order are the
work samples administered? .

c. Client Involvement - To what extent is.the client informed of
his/her progress during the course of administration? What
type of formal feedback is given to the client after the entire.

battery has been administered? What type of contact does the
client have with the evaluator? :

d. Evaluation Settihg - Does the general environment attempt to
simulate industry, produce a classroom atwaphere, or resemble
a formal testing situation?

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - How long does it take the
average client to complete.all the work tlamples in the system?,

4. Adminietration

a. Procedurea - Are the purpose of each. work sample, materials
needed, lavout, and general instructions clearly given so that
there is little chance of misinterpretation?



Method of Instruction Giving - How daes the client receive his/
. her instructions for the work samples in the system, for ex-

. ample: oral, demonstration, written instructions, or audio-
visual?'

c. Repeating Wolic Samples - What provisions are made for the .

readministration of ,some work samples-and what is the purpose
of readministration

id. Providing Assistance to the Client - What procedures are there
for giving extra or additional instructions, demonstrations or
feedback after the period of initial.instructions?

S. Scoring and Norms-

a. Timing - What are the procedures for ming,the client?

b. Timing Interval - When doesAhe evaluator start timing the
client and.wh6n dpes he.stqp?

c. Time Norms - What is the procedure for reporting the time
scorb for each work sample?

d. Errqr Scoring - What procedures, 'such as a rendom check of smug
parts, general rating of overall quality, or a comparison to
'standards., are used for deterMining errprs?

e. Scoring Aids - Wbet:use ls made of overlays, templates, bOdep,
etc., to make scoring mate accurate and easier for the evaluator?,

f. QueAty Norms - What procedures 'are used for reporting the
-numbez ofl errors, qualfty Apting, fortdsch work sample?

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Dues the system emphasize time or etrors.

'in the scoring process?

6. Observation of blients
A 0

a. Work Performance - Are work performancefactors (e.g., f.ine
finger dexterity, color perception) listed for the system and
are epecific work performance factors given for.ettch 'Work

sample?

b. Work Behaviors"- Are work beneviors (e.g., ability .to
instruptions, communication with eupervisors) defined
system and are specific work behaviors tu be observed
work sample? .

follow
for the
for each

c. Ratirg System - What procedures does the system have fof the
recording, descriping, and rating of observed work performance
and work behaviors?

d. Frequency of Obse7vation - Row often and to what extent is the
evaluator to observe and record client behavior?

7. Reporting

a. Forms - Whit forms 'are included with the system?

6
o



b. Final Report Format - What informatiln is included in the
final report anduhat type of format (e.g., rating scales, free
narration) is used to present the information?

B.*

a, Vocaiional Exploration - Does the system provide experisnces
that the client can reabily relate to real jobs?

b. Vocational Recommendations - Are trainitib and job recomMen-
dations specific or general?. How are they related to the DOT
or other job classification systeme

C. Counselor Utilization - Cin the system provide the cuunselor
' or referring agency with useful informaW.on tInd to what extent
is the counselor involved in the process?

9. Training in the System
110

e. Training Required - I -fokMal training required before the
system is sold?'

b. Training Available - Is formal training available?

c? Duratidn - How much time ls required for training?-

d. Follow-up - Is technical assistance available after purchase
dhd training?

10. Technical Considerations

a. Norm Base - What norms are available and are the norm groups
clearly Mined? Are industrial norms (i.e., employed worker)
available?

. b. Reliability.- What empirical evidence is there to pemonstrate
that the system gives reliable or consistent 'results?

c. Validity : What empirical evidence is available to indicate
that the syptem really does what 14...claims, such as make more
realistic choices, job and training success; etc.?' c

11. Reviewer's Summery and Comments - This contains whet the reviewer
considers to be the major apantages and disadvantages of the
system.

12. Address - The address of the manufacturer is given for those
wishing to obtain additional information._

13. Cost - The 13resent cost of thea system and what materials and serv-
ices.are included in the pricq.

14. References - All generally available references are.given; those
not available from the MDC Loan Service are indicated by an
asterisk (*).

7 1



Outline 9
.

.i.

---1

McCarron-Dial

.

JEVS
.

Singer

. Develobment

a. Sponsor

b. Terget Group

*
c. Basis of System

.

McCarron and Dial

mentally retarded and
mentally ill

.

5 neuropsychological
factors

4

U.S. Department of Labor
a

disadvantaged

DOT -,

,

Singer Education Division

not specified

not specified

.
.,

. ,Organization .

a. Number Os Work
Samples

b. Grouping of
'Work Samples

c. Packaging of
..., Work Samples

d. Manual

o

17

'grouped into 5 factors

some individually
packaged

offset; contains all
details

_
.

ZS

10 Worker Trait Groups

all individually
packaged .

... -.,

offset; csctains all
details ------

,

.

20 .

c

,

each woa sample is
.

independent

. .c

self-contethed in
,

carrel .

printed; some details
.

not provided

.
,

. Work Evaluation
Ifitracess

..
.

a. Preliminary
Screening

b. Sequence of
Administration

.

. .

. Client
r-

Involvement

d. Evaluation
Setting

e. Time to Complete
ire System

e

client interview
.

1.,

in order by factors
,

encouraged

forMal testing and
workshop

2 weeks
.

#

not required

progressive from eaelest
to hardest

little client involvement
.

realistic work setting
stressed

'4

.

6 - 7 days

.

.

.

.
.

not required

discretion of evaluator
. 1

extensive client '

involvement,

not specified

.

estimate over 3 weeks
0

.

. Admfnistratior

s. Rrocedpres

.
b. Matpod of In-

truction Giving

c. Reasting Work
Samples

specified in detail

oriel and demonstration

factor 3 repgatep if
neCessary

little assistance
krovided

o

specified in detail

most oral and
demonstration

"'

not recommended

assfstance lowers score
.

* .

general procedures.,
'described s..

audio-visual
.

.

.

.

repeated if desired by
evaluator

checkpoints built in -

.

. .

.

..

_

d. eroviding As-
. sistance to Client

_,.

N .

.
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TAP TOWER VALPAR WREST

,

Talent Assessment
.Programs

not specified

occupational clusters

Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration

physically ind emotionally
disabled

.

job analysis _.

Valpar Cnrporation

industrially injured
workers

trait and factor

Guidance Associatee of
Delaware, Inc.

not specified
t

not specified'
.

11 -

each work sample is
independent

all individually
packaged

offset; some details not
provided

93 12

14 training areas each work sample is
independent; not grouped

not individually packaged all Individually
packaged

printz.,d; some details not individual manual for
provided esch work sample; offset,

contains all details

10

r
each work dample is
independent

not indiv:dually packaged

printed; contains all
details

.

not apeciftsq

8 of the work samples
giVen in any order

not specified

not specified

2 1/2 hours

emphasized for planning not required

progressive within areas discretion of evaluator

not specified not specified

realistic work setting not specified
stressed

3 weeks estimate 12-15 hpurs

.

not spYrified

in order by number

not specified .

not specified

1 1/2 hours

.

not specified in detail
,

oral and demonstration

not specif4ed

little assistance
provided

,

,

.

;
.

speCified in detail, ?specified in detail
ex0ept layout

written instructiuns oral and demonstration

encouraged for vp6rading encouraged for upgrading

not specified not specified

\v/

specified in detail; can
be group.administered

oral and demonstration

emphasized for upgrading

not specified

9 15



Outline McCarron-Dial
. .

JEVS Singer

5. Scoring and Norms

a.. Timing

b. Timing interval

o. Time Norms

d. Error Scoring

e. Sebring Aids'
-

f. Quality Norms

g. Emphasis in
Scoring

N,

evaluator times client

few tasks are timed

no separate time norms

...ompared to standards

not used

combined with time norms
for overall score

quality

...

client uses time clock

from end of instructions
to completion of task

rated on 3-point scale

compared to standards

minimal use

most rated on 3-point
scale

time and quality given
equal weight

evaluator times client

varies with each work
sample

V

rated on 5-point scL

compared to standards

some use

rated on 5-point scale

quality

.

6. Obaervation of
.

Clients

a. Work Performance

b. Work Behaviors

c. Rating System

d. Frequency of
Observation

-

some factO's identified

clearly defined

3 separate instruments
used

not specified
.

4

25 factors specified

clearly defined

3-point rating scale

extensive observations

,

29 factors defined

clearly defined

general rating on 5-point
scale for each work sample

very frequEnt

7. Reporting

a, Forms

b. Final Report
Format

standardized forms-for
all phases

profile of results and
recommendations

standardized forms for
all phases

stendardized format;
recommended Work Trait
Groups

standardized forms for
all phases

narrative
.

8. Utility .

a. Vocational
Exploration

b. Vocational
Recommendations

c. CounselLr
Utilization

.

a
little use to client

one of 5 program areas
are recommended

rasability
determination

.

limited use

hi hly related to DOT

orientated toward
counselor k

extensive occupational
information given to
client

emphasis on orientation
to training

orientated toward
counselor

10



TAP TOWER VALPAR WREST

. .

evaluator tiAes client

from end of instructions
to completion of task

.
,

actual time recorded

n9t clearly defined

not used

combined with time norms
for overall score

time

evaluatar times client

froM end of instructions
to completion of task

reted on 5-point scale

compared to standards

extensive use

rated on 5-point scale

lip

time and quality given
equal weight

evaluator times client

from end of instructions
to completion of task

.

actual time recorded

compared to standards

WOW use
.

time and error combined
for performance norms

time and quality given
equal weight

evaluator times client

usuall0 from end of in-
structions to completion
of task

actual time recorded .

compared to standards

not used
.

all*errors totaled for
single quality score

time

no factors defined

no behaviors defined

no rating method used

not specified

..

few factors specified

not,specifically defined

5-point rating scale used

not emphasized

no factors defined

17 'actors defined

5-point rating scale used

not specified

no factors defined

no behaviors defined .

no rating method used

not speeifieck

.

standardized forms for all
phases

_.

profile of results and
narrative report

.

standardized forms for
all phases

narrative using stand-
ardized outline and
ratings

standardized forms for
recording performance

not used; independent
work samples

standardized form for
recording performance

not specified

.

limited use_

rented to specific jobs

orientated toward
counselor

%...

.

exposure to a variety of
work areas

limited to jobs related
to work areas

orientated toward
counselor

limited use

limited use

not specified

C

limited use
.

not specified

not specified

.

-
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.

Outline McCarron-Dial
.

JEVS Singer

.

. Training in the
System

a. Training Required

b. Training
Available

c. Duration

d. Follow up

Yes -

Yes

1 to 2 weeks

No

,

Yes

Yes

2 weeks

Yes

.

,

No

Yes .

(

2 weeks

Ns,

-...........

4

10. Technical
Considerations

a. Norm Base

b. Reliability

c. Validity

I.

. .

,

4

c,

.

200 clients
.

no data available

procedures not adequate
tO draw conclusions

1..

.,.

-

-

322 clients

no data available

pu:lished results
favorable

\*N..
..., -.N

_i

s

"more than 100
individuals"

no data available

no data available

.

,

1.

,

.

,

.

,
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.
TAP TOWER VALPAR WREST

.

4RS

Yes

1 1/2 daye

not specified

\ .

.

Yes

Yes

3 weeks

No

No

Yes

Up to 10 dsva

as needed

.

.

No

No'

not applicable

No

7 different norm groups

.85 coefficient of
stability

.

no data available .

..

N .

%

.

.

clients
.

.

no dims available

equivocal results

.

,

.

.

. .

,
.

.

.

.t.

v.

clients and workers

test-retest with fairly
high estimates

no tams ausilable.

.

.

.

. .

.

,

.

,

different age groups
and employed workpra

.

test-retest and Internal
consistency estimates
given .

no data available

.

.

,

.

_

,

,

.

.

.
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McCARRON-DIAL WbRii EVAWATION SYSTEM

(MCCarron-Dial)

1. Development

a. Sooner - Lawrence T. McCarron and Jack G. Diel.

b. Target.Group - The mentally retarded end thronically mentally

f. Basis of System - The system is based on five neuropsycholog-
ical factors (see below).

2. Org.anization
f

a. Name and Number of Work Samples. - The McCarron-Dial contains
17 separate instruments, grouped into five factors:

(1) Ver)al-Cognitive - Wechseler Adult Intelligence Scale
(or Stenford-Binet Intelligence Scale) and thq)0eabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.

(2) Sensory - Bendei. Visual Motor Gestalt TeL dnd Naptic
Visual Discrimination Test.

(3) Motor Abilities -
(a) Fine Motor Skills Assessment: Beads-in-Box;

Beads-on-Rod; Finger Tapping; Nut-anO-Bolt Task;
and Rod Slide.

(b) Gross Motor Skills Assessment: Hand Strength;
Finger-Nose-Finger Movement; Jumping; Heel-Toe
Tandem Walk; and Standing on one Foot.

(4) Emotional - Observational Emotional Inventory,
(5) Integration-Cqping - San Francisco Vobational Compe-

tency Scale and Dial Behavioral Rating Scale.

to."'Grouping.of Work Samples - The tests, tasks, end scales are
grouped according to five factors; all device's are closely
interrelated.

I

Packaging of Work Samples -.The tasks for the Motor Abilities
Factor, the Observational Emotional Inventory, the Dial Be-,
havioral Rating Scale, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,
Bender Visual Motor Gestalt and the Haptic Visual Discrimination
Yeet are packaged independently. The WAIS and the Stanford-
Binet must be purchased froM their approp-riate publishers.

A d. Manual - The bound offset manual,contains ali system details.

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. Preliminary Screening - An.interview with the client end the
referral source is urged to obiain background data on the
client.

b. Sequence of WOrk Sample Administration - Administration begins
with factor one and continued through factor five.

15 18
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.c. Client Involvement - Client involvement iB encouraged during

the assessinent period. Upon completion, the mailual recelmende

individual counseling to provide'help for the client to move

toward realistic work-training goals and expectations.

d. Evaluation Setting - A formal testing setting is usedifor fac-

tors one through three; the other two factors require a period

of placement in a *work setting, most commonly a sheltered

workshop. ,

. e. Time to Complete the Entire System - The first three factors

can be assessed in one day; two weeks of systematic observation

in a work setting are needed to assess for the emotional and

integration-coOing factore.

4. Administration

a.. Procedures - Instructions, materials needed, layout and scoring
Procedures are all specified in detail. Standardized tests are
administered according to instructions in their test manuals.

b. Method of Instruction Giving - All instructions.for factor three

are given orally and are accompanied by demonstration if needed.
Factors bne end two are given according to their test manual

instructions.

c. Repeating Work Samples - Factor three assessments may be re-

peated if the evaluatot questions the validity of the results.

d. Providing Assistance to the Client - Evaluator is to make

4 certain that the client fuliy_understands thy instructions-of

each task; no aasistance is given during formal testing (i.e.,

the first two factors).

Scoring and Norms

a. Timing - The evaOstor timee the client.

b. Timing Interval -,Few tasks are timed; -those that are timed

invbi4e counting the number of responses or accdrate obser-

vatiqn for a specified number of seconds.

ce .Time Norms - No serarate time norms are presented; time and

-quallty norrhe are combined and presented in the form of a single

raw score.for-each major task area. These scores are converted

to percentile and plotted on a profile sheet. ,

d. Error Scoring - The quality of performance is compared to a well

defined set'of standards.

e. Scoring Aides- No scoring aids are used.

f. Quality Norms - See."c. Time Norms" above.

g. Emphasis in Scoring - The system emphasizes the quality of

performance.

16
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Observation of Clients

a. Work Performance - Some wotk performance factors are iden-
tified an the various rating scales.

b. Work Behaviors - Work behaviors, as well as personal behaviors,
are Filearly sbecified and many specific work behaviors ere

%listed. Most behaviors ere defined in observable behavioral
terms.

c. Rating rqstem n The Observational Emotional Inventory, San
Francisco Vocational Scale, and the Dial Behavioral Rating
Scale all use a five-point scale to rate behaviors and per-
formance factors; each form hes its own slitem of combining
the individual ratings to form different Tacalea.

d. Frequency of Observation - Not speckfied

7. 'Reporting

a. Forms - Standardized forms are included for the assessment of
many of the motor tasks, behavioral observations, summery
forms, and a profile.

' b. Final Report Format - The standard format includes p profile
of all results together with tecommendations for appropriate
training and/or work potential. g narrative summary of the
results for each of the fiveTactors is alE.O presented.

a. Vocational Exploration - The formalized assessment procedures
required for the first three factors offer almost no chance
for client vocational exploration. The observation period

--either-ir---ttie-sheltered-terkehop-er-ow-a- job aite -could -provide-
chances for exploratkon, but this depends on the progrem of ..-

-each'facility.

,b. Vocatiohal Recommendations - The system attempts to assess the
client's ability'to function in one of the five following
program areas: day care, work activities, extended sheltered
employment', transitional sheltered employment, and community,'
employment. Examples/Drama reports are provideiloto show
integration of results. Emphasis is on training and placement;
no relatidhship to DOT.

c., Counselor Utilization.- the system is deaigned. for disability
determination and is'aimed toward the counselor; Counselor
involvement is recommended.

Training_ in the System

a. Training Requiied - Yes -

AL, Training Available - Yes

c.. Duration - One to two weeks contingent on the evaluator's expeT
rience.

d. Follow-up - NO

1 7
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10. Technical Conside;:ntions

Norm Base - Norms are available on 200 adult "mentally disabled
individuals" in sheltered and c.ommunity employment; some char-

acterietics of the norm grpup arE not given. No industrial

norms are available.

b. ReliabillLy - No data available

c. Validity - Although some regression equations are presented in

the manual, technical information is not explained in sufficient

detail to permit the reader to judge these research results. A

thesis hy Packard (1975) reports positIve results.

11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments - The McCarron-Dial was designed
fqr the purpose of assessing the mentally disabled person'A ability

to function It uses a combination of widely accepted individually

.
administered psychological teats, assessments of fine and &loss
motor.ability, and an extended peribd of observation. Rather than

discard those tests which have'proven useful, or to.yely solely on
performance and behavior observation, the McCarron-Dial attempts

to combine them into a single prediction tool. The major problem
appeara to be,that no clear cutoffs or guidelines for making cutoffs

are made between the five program ,areas.

12. Address

Commercial Marke.ting Enterprises.,
Department: MpWES
11300 North Central, Suite 105
Dallas, Texas 75231

Cost---$323.75 for antire.system_exCePt.41.$ and StanfOrd-Binet;
$140.00 for 100 copies of all forms. Add 10-% for.shipping and

handling:

4*.
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PHILADELPHIA JEWISH EMPLOYMENT AND VOCATIONAL SERVICE
4IP

WSW SAMPLE SYSTEM (JEVS)

1. Development

a. Sponsor - U.S. Department of Labor

b. ,Target Graup - Originally designed.for the disadvantaged, th2
system is now being adapted for the disabled.

c. Basis of System - The Worker Trait Group Organization of The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT).

2. Organization

a. Name and Number of Work Samples - The system contains 28 work
samples arrangft in ten Worker Trait Groups BB follows:

(1) Handling - Nut, Bolt end Washer Assembly; Rubber Stamping;
Washer Threading; Budgette Assembly; and Sign Making.

(2). Sorting, Inspecting, Measuring and Related Work - Tile
Sorting; Nut Packing; end Collating Leather Samples.

(3) Tending - Grommet Assembly.
(4) Manipulating - Union Assembly; Belt Assembly; Ladder

Assembly; Metal Square Fabricaiion; Hardware Assembly;
TelephirvAssembly; and Lock Assembly.

(5) Routine'ebecking and Recording - Filing by Number; and
Proofreading. 4

(6) Classifying, Filing, and Related Work - Filing by Three
Letters; Nail end Screw Sorting; Adding Machine; Payroll
Computation; arg Computing Postage.

(7) Inspecting and Stock Checking - Resistor-Reeding.-
(8) Craftsmanship end Related Work - Pipe Assembly.
(9) Costuming, Tailoring, and Dressmaking - Blouse Making

and Vest Making.
A

(10) .Drafting and Reiated Work - Condensing Principle.

b.. Grouping of Samples - The Work.samples are grouped into ten
Worker Trait Groups.

c. Padkaging of Work Samples - Each work.sample is incklyidually
packaged.

d. Manual -,The offset manual with photographs coniains complete

system details.

3. WoTk Evalmition Process

a. PreliMlnari Screening - Not required

, b. Sequerice of Work bample Administration - Work samples are adl
ministered progressively with the client atarting with the
simplest work sample and proceeding in order thraugh the system.

tl



c. Client Involvement - Because work sample administration re-
sembles a formal.testing situation, client contact with the
evaluator is minimlzed; feedback on pierformance and behavior

occurs at the end of the evaluation process.

d. Evaluation Setting - A realistic work atmosphere and setting

are stresbed in the manure..

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - The average client takes

six or seven days. .

4. Administration

a. Procedures - The material mmired and layout are clearly des-

cribed; photographs are used to insure proper 3ayout.

b. Method of Instruction Giving - Most instructions are oial and
demonstration; written instructions are used only idhen ieading

is a requirement in a job area being.sampled. .

.c. Repeating.Work Samples - Readministration is not recommended

because it invalidates results.

d. Providing Assistance to Clients - Assistance .can be given after

the initial instruction.period; but this results in lowering

the client's final score.

5. Scoring and Norris

a. Timing - The client uses e time clockffor each work sample. .

b. Timing Interval - The evaluator punches the time clock after
instructions are.given, and the client punches the clock when

tha work sample 1-e-rtiMple-telf.---

c. Time Norms - TiMe'results are rated on a three-point scale

based on the number of minutes to completion.

d. Error Scoring - Most work samples use a random check of items
which are.compared to carefully daWed scoring criteria; '

some use photographs to illustrate quality standnrda.

e. Scoring Aida - Minimal use is made of,scoring aids.

f. Quality Norms - Most work samples usela three-point rating
scale based on the number of counted errors; others use a

correct-incorrect dichotomy.

g. Emphasis in,Scoring - Time and quality are given equal weight.

6. Observation of Clients

a. Work Performance - Twenty-five work factors are specified for

the system; each work sample has certain factors listed that

are to be observed.

b. Work Behaviors - All work behaviors to be observed are pare-

fully defined.



c. Rating System - Many of the 25 work performance.factors are
rated on a three-point scale; with all ratings clearly defined

and illustrated.

d. Frequency of Observation - The system uses extensive obser-
vations. Obseriistion of defined work factors is required for
each work sample; these are summarized daily.

7. Reporting

a. Forms - Standardized forms are included for work sample re-
cording, daily observational summary, feedback interview and
final report.

b. Final Report Format 1 The standardized format includes the
ranking of work sample performance, reconmended Worker Trait
Groupp end rationale, and extensive written comments on per-
formanc7 and behavior.

8. Utility

a; Vocational Exploration - There is limited'opportunity because
many of the work samples tend td be abstract.

b. Vocational Recommendations - Vocational recommendations are
highly related to the DOT; cover a wide range of jobs, arqd are
geared for both-training and job placement.

c. Counselor Utilization - The sysVem and the final report are
orientated towarathe counselor; hdwever, counselor familiarity

9. Traininci Required

a. Training Requirid - Yes

b. Training Available - Yes

c. Duratiow- Two weeks

d* Follow-up - Two technidal aseistance visits are made to assist
with the establishmeht of the Aystem and the maintenance of
standardized procedures.

10. Technical'Considerations

a. Norm Base' -;The system was noeMed on, 322 clients, mainly young
black males; thi sample is clearly described. No induetrial
norms are available.

A

Reliability - No published data available

c. Validity - Although the initial study of the system gave favor-
able evidence, results of studies tone by the U.S. Department -

of Labor hfte not been released to the public. Research by
Nadolsky (1973) concludes that the aystem is valid for eval-
uation of immediate employment potential.
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-11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments -: The JEVS system is a highly
. Taandardized end well integrate procedure for client eValuattpn

based on ten of the DOT Worker T mit Groups. The system empha-
sizes the accurate observation a d recording of work behaviors and
performance factors.. The major problews with the system appear to

be the alistract nature,of many of the Cork samples, which hinders
vocatimial exploration, limite0 evaluation feedback to the client,

and the lack of job information presented to the client. The

.systa120.s perhaps best used wh6n a thyrough.evalUation of the
client's potential is desired.

12. Adilress,

Vocational Research Institute
Jewish' Employment end Vocational Service
1913 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 14103

13. Cost - $6,140.00 includes all work samples and forms, shipping,
tuition for training one person im Philadelphia and two site visits
(transportatim of Jr.VS Staff person not included).

wir
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SINGER VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEM

(Singer)

1. Development

a. SponiOr - Singer Education Division

b. Target Group - Not Specified

c. Basis of-dystem - Not specified

7

2. Organization,

a. Name and Number 'of Work Samples - At present the following 19

work sample6 are contained in the system:

(1) Sample Making; (2) Bench Assc.mbly; (3) Drafting; (4) Cleo-
.

trical Wiring; (5) Plumbing and.Pipe Fitting; (6) Carpentry;

(7) Refrigpration, Heating end Air Cnditioning; (8) Soldering

and Welding; 0) Office and Sales Clerk; (10) Needle Trades;

(11) Masonry; (12) Sheet Metal; (13) Cooking and Baking;

(14) Engine Service; (15) Medical Service; (16) Cosmetology;

(17) Data Calculation and Recording; (16) Soil'Testing;

(19) Photo Lab Technician; and (20) Production Machine Operating.

--GrouplAg...-of- Samples-- Each_ wark_sample . is. in_dap_eRdent.

c. Packaging of Work Samples - Each work sample is self-contained

in a carrel.

d. Manual - The printed manual is bound in a looseleaf folder;

Some system details (e.g., report preparation and interpre-

tation) are not provided.

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. Preliminary Screening - Not required

b. Sequence of Work Semple Administration - The order of adminis-

tration is left to the discretion of the evaluator.

c. Client Involvement - The client is extensively involved in the

eveluation process through a system of self-ratings of interest

and performance. Due to the frequent number of checkpoirits in

each work sample, client contact with evaluator is high; little

provision for accurate-feedback exists.

d. Evaluation Setting - Not specified

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - Not specified (reviewer

estimates over three weeks if all 20 work samples are given)

4. Administration

Procedures -lhe general administration procedures are described

for the entire battery; the tools and supplies reeded for each

work sample are clearly listed.

24
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b. Method of Instruction Giving - All instructions are given using
an audio-cassette tape and film strip format, with.the client
controlling the rate of advancement. This programmed material
is occasionally supplemented with written material.

c. Repeating Work Samples - Work samples may be repeated if desired
by the evaluator.

d. Providing Assistance to the Client - The evalUator is encouraged
to make sure that the client knows how to do the task before he
begins to work; checkpoints are provided in the audio-visual
material so that the client can ask the evaluator to review his
progress before continuing.

5. Scoring ana Norme

a. Timing - Evaluator times client.

b. Timing Interval - The interVal varies with each work sample and
is specified for ench Ark sample in the manual.

c. Time Norms - The results are rated on a five-point scale, based
on the number of minutes to completion.

d. Error Scoring - All items are checked against a carefully defined
scoring criteria.

e. Scoring Aids - Some use is made of scoring aide.

f. Quality Norms - Quality norms are rated on a five-point scale,
based or the actual number-of -errorei

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Emphasis is on the quality of the finished
product.

6. Observation of Clients

a. Work Performance - Twenty-nine work factors (taken mostly from.
the DOT interest and temperament factors) are defined end each
work sample has certat. factors listed that are to be obsevied.

b. Work Behaviors - The work behaviors to be oblierved are defined.

d. Rating System - Client and evaluator both rate client's perform-
ance on a five-point scale for each work sample; the rating is
general and does not include separate ratings of specific work
factors or work behaviors.

d. Frequency of Observation - Frequent observation is required due
to checkpoints in the system.

7. Reporting

a. Forms - Standardized forms are included for interest ratings,
performance,rating a picture interest test, and a summary sheet.

b. Final Report Format - A narrative report with attached forms,is
recommended.
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8. ,Utility

a. Vocational Exploration - An extensive amount of occupational

information is provided to the client; each work sample contains

An idtroduction to some jobs related to the work sample.

b. Vocational Recommendations - The system is rough* related to

the DOT through Occupational Group Arrangements; the major

eMphasis is 'on orientatAon to job training.

c. Counselur Utilization - The final report is aimed for thR

iounselor.

9. 'Training in the System

a. Training Required - No

b. -Training Available - Yes

c. Duration - Two,weeks

d. Follow-up - None

10. Technical Considerations

c.

a. Norm Base - Some work samples were normed on "more than 100

individuals"; inadeqtAte information given on norm group. yo

industrial norms are available,

h. Reliability - No data available

'c. Vaidity - No data available-

11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments - The Singer system presently con-

slats of 20 work samples that provide the opportunity to evaluate

a client for mr,;-.4 job areas - mostly in the skilled trades. The use

of interest mk.:,vicee and oticupational information makes the client

aware_of a wide variety of jobs. These career exploration and

occupation information' functione are the strong points of the system;

often at the expense of the evaluation of client potential. Many

procedures for using the system are not clarified in the manual and

the system is not as integrated into a functional whole.

12. Address

Singer Education Division
Career Systems
80 Commerce Drive
Rochester, New Voik 14623

13. Cost - $22,935 for 20 work samples, evaluation package, installa-

tion and orientation; Singer usually will not sell less than ten

work samples initially, estimated cost for ten is $13,000. Training

not included.
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I.

TALENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS

(TAP)

1. Development
NIP

er. Sponsor -.Talent Assessment Programs

b. Target Group - Not specified

c. Basis of System - Occupational clusters of related jobs

2. Oroaniaation

a. Name and Number of Work Samples - Eleven tests are included in

the system:

(1) Structural and Mechanical Visualization;,(2);Discrimination

by Size and Shape; (3) Discrimination by Co1oN...44) Tactile

Discrimination; (5) Fine Discrimination without Tools; (6) Gross

Dexterity without Tools; (7) Fine Dexterity with Tools; (8)

Gross.Dexterlty with Toole; (9) Circuital Visualization*
(10) Retention of Structural and Mechanical Detail; andiCii)

Structural and Mechanical Visualization in Greater Depth.

b. Grayling of Work Samples - Each'work sample iwindependent.

c. Packaging of Work/Samples - All work samples are packaged

individually.
2

Manual - A spiral-bound offset manual witil illustrations containi

some system details (e.g., manual does not specify materials for

each task and client administration instructions are presented

only in outline form).

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. PreliMinary Screening - Not specified

b. Sequenc\e of Work Sample Administration - Work sample no. 1 must

be given iret and work samples nos. 10 and 11 last; the other

tasks may e.given in any order.

Client Involvement - The type and degree of client involvement
during administration is not specified. Because of the short-

ness and formal nature of the tests, there is probably little

client irivolvement. The client is given a copy of his scoring

profile upon completion.

Evaluation Setting - Not specified

e.. Time to Complete the Entire Battery - The tests can be admin-

istered in from two to two and dne-half hours.

"WI
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4. Administration
S.

a. -Pro6edures - The materials, tools; layout, as well as the*
exact clisnt instructions and demohstrations are not specified
in detail. The last work sample is-sadministered only to
clients who,have Oerformed'extremely well on work samples nos.
1 and 10; the developer estimates that only 10% of all clients
should take the final work samaIe.

b. ,Mtthod of Instruction Giving - All instructions are given orally
with appropriate demonstrations; no reading is required&

111.

c. Repeating Work Samples - Nat specified

Providing Resistance to the Client - The eiraluator is to make
Sure that the client fully understandsothe task before timing
begins. 7

5. Scoring and Norms

a. Timing - The evaluator times the client using a digital, decimal'
minute timer.

b. Timing Interval Timing begins when the client fully understands
the,instructions and stops when the task is completed.

c. Time Norms - The,actual completion time to the nearest tenth of
a minute is recorded. After any "penalty" sres have been
added to the completion time, the total raw time score is cam-

....

Osred to- percentile norms.

d. Error Scoring - Errors are not clearly defined in the manual.
'Apparently the &tire task is checked for errors. Four work
-AeMples are not scored forerrors.

e. Scoring Aide - No scoring aids 'are used.

f, Quility Norms - There are no separate quality norms. In those
work eamples which are scored,for errors, the number of errors
is multiplied by a constant number and the resulting "penalty" .

is added-to the raw time score.

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Emphasis is on time scores.

6. Observation Of'Clients

a Work Performance - A few work performance factors are mentioned
but none are defined; no information is given for their Obser-
vation.

b. Work Behaviors -'A few work behaviors apwmentioned but none
fre defined; no information is given for their observation.

.c, Rating System - No method'of rating behav.loi4 is used.

d. Frequency of Observation - Not specified



7. Reporting

,1 , 14.

a. Forms - A raw score form, a form for recording job possibilitied
by Occupational Clusters, and a profile sheet are used.

b. Final Report Format - The profile sheet containa a profile of

the percentile sprep.for each work sample, except no. 11, a

Talent Quotient (based on the total results) and a space for

a narrative report that interptets the profile and gives

vocational recommendations.

B. Utility

a. Vocational Exploration - Because the work samples are really
standardized perceptual and dexterity tests, they are too
abittract to provide much direct vocational information to the

client, without interpretation by the evaluator.

b. Vocational Recommendations - Using occupaiional,clusters ihe

manual lists specificjob titles with DOT codes within each
cluster together with the work samples that relate to specific

job.requirements.

c. Counselor Utilization "- The profile sheet with its occupational
recommendations is designed for the counselor, teacher, or

employer.

9. Training in the System

a. Training Required - Yes

b. Training Available - Yes

c. Duration - About a day and a half

d. Follow-uv- Not specified

10. Technical Consideiations

a. Norm Base - Norms are available for: (1) male senior high.echool
students; (2) female senior high school students; (3) male junior

high school students; (4) female junior high school stlidents;

(5) a miAed sex group of mentally retarded adults; (6) uneelected

employed young adults;.ahd (7) male alcoholics. All groups are
of.adequate.size, but some details of group characteristics are

not given,

b. Reliability - The developers report a coefficient of tability

of over .85 in preliminary test-retest studies over a six month .

period; however, not enough of the procedures are given to fully

judge the meaning of these results.

c. Validity - No data available.
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11. Reviewer's Summary and Comments - As opposed to other work eval-
uation systems which attempt to present a complete picture of the
clienti the TAP can be characterized as a battery of perceptual and
dexterity tests designed to measure gross,and fine finger and
manual dexterity; visual and tactils discrimination; and retention
of'detells. Thus, it is limited to'the assessment of these fairly
specific factors. The developer does not claim that this system

- will assess all vocationally signifiqant cdpacities and'behaviors;
in fart the manual etates that other assessment devices should be

, used in addition to the TAP to obtoin a complete evaluation of the
client.

12. Address

Talent Assessment Programs
7015 Colby.Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50311

13. Cost - $2,400'to 112,900 depending upon distanCe from Des Moines;
I" price includes on-site staff training.

14. References

Morley, R.'(Ed.), tocational assessment svstems. Des Moines: State
of Iowa, Department of.Public Instruction, 1973.

Zikmund, D., & Reinders, L., Talent Assessment Program Test Battery.
(sic) In A. Sax (Ed.),Innovations in Vocational;Eveluation and

-Work Adjustment: ~Vocational tveluetiort-end-Work Adjustment
Bulletin, 1974, 7 (4),s58 -61.
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THE TOWER-SYSTEM

(TOWER)

1. Development

et. Sponsor - Vocational Rehaddlitation Administration

b. Target Groupf-'Disigned for the physically and emotionally

disabled. 7

c. Basis of System - Job Analysis

2. Orqshization

a. Nsme-and Number of Work Samples - The system contains 9?.work

satples arranged into 14 job training areas:

(1) Clerical - Buiiness Arithmetic; Filing; Typing; Oie-Hand

Typing; Payroll ComOutation; Use of Sales Book; Record
Keeping; and Correct Use of English.

(i) Drafting - T Square; Triangle; Compass; Working Drawing;

Drawing to Scale; and Geometric Shapes.

(3) Drawing - Perspective; Forms,-Shapes'end Objectp; Shading,

Tone and Texture; Color;,.and Free Hand Sketching.

(4) Electronics Assembly - Color Perception and Sorting; .

Running a Ten Wire.Cable; Inspecting a Ten Wire Cable;

'Lacing a Cables and Soldering Wires.
-(5)--Jewelry-lianufaLuring_r_liaese.Saws Use of Needle_FilgaL

Electric Drill Press; Piercing and Filing Metals; Use of

Pliers; Use of Torch in Soldering; and Making Earring and

Broach Pin. -
(6) Leathergoods - Use of Rulers; Use of Knife; Use ot.Dividers;

Use Of Paste and Brush; Use of Sciesois and Bond Folder in

Pasting; Constructing Picture Frame; and Production.Task.

(1) Machine Shop - Reading andTranscribing Measurements;

Blueprint Reading; Measuring with a Rule; Drawing to
Measurement; Metal Layout.eind Use of Basic Toole; Drill

Press Operation; Fractions and Decimals; Measuring with

the Micrometer Caliper; and Mechanical Understanding.

(8) Lettiiing - Lettering Aptitude; Alphabet'and Use of

T Square; Use-of Pen and Ink; Use of Lettering Brush; and

Brush Lettering.'
(9) Mail Clerk - Opening Mail; Date-Stamping Mail; Sorting

Mail; Delivering Mail; Collecting Mail; Folding and
Inserting; Sealing Mail; Mail Calssification; Use of Scale;

and Postage CalculaVion.
(10) Optical Mechanics qUse of Metric Ruler; Uee of Calipers;

Lens Recognition; Lens Centering and Marking; Use of Lens

Protractor; and Hand Beveling and 'Edging.

(11) Pantograph Engraving - Introduction to the Engravograph;
Setting-Up, Centering Copy and Determining Specified

Ratios; Use of Workholder and Adjustment of Cutter; and

Setting-Up and Running Off a Simple Job.
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(12) ,Sewing Machine Opersting - Sewing Macqne Control; Use of
Knee Lift and Needle Pivotingv Tacking and Sewing Curved
Lines; tipper Threading; Winding and Inserting Bobbin;
Sewing and Cutting; and Top Stitching.

(13) Welding - Measuking; Making a Working Drawing; Identifying
Welding Rods; Use of Acetylene Torch; Use of Rods and
Electrodes; Use of Torch and Rod; Measuring and Cutting
Metal; end Soldering.

(14) Workshop Assembly - Counting; Number-and Color Collation;
Folding.and Banding; Weighing and Sorting; Counting arid
Packing; Washer Assembly; Inserting, Lacing and Typing;
and Arf Paper Banding.

b. Grouping of Work Samples - The work samples are grouped into 14
major areas,of training.

c. .Packaging of Work Samples - The work samples are not individually
packagbd.

0. Manual - The printed manual is bound in a looseleaf-folder.
Some system details are not provided, but are covered in a
separate book, TOWER.

3. Work Evaluation Process

a. Preliminary Screening - This is emphasized for planning purposes,-
but the specific information needed prior to administration of
the system is nbi specified.

5equa1n-6-e cIf-WOrk-Siinitile-A-dministration - Administration is pro-
gressive within the-major arm* the choice of areag depends
upon client interest and/or the evaluation plan.

c. Client Involvement - No client involvement procedures are spec-
ified in theomanual.

d. Evaluation Setting - A realistic work atmosphere and setting are
stiessed.

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - The average client completes
the entire System in three weeks; however, clients seldom take
all work samples in the system7'

Administration

a. Procedures - The purpose and procedures'are clearly described.
All tools and neterials required are listed; however, some lay-.
out details are not given.

b. Method of Instruction Giving - Tne system uses mainly written
instructions which are supplemented by evaluator explanation
and demonstrition when needed.

c. Repeating Work Samples - The readminiitration of work samples
is encouragedifor the purpose of upgrading client performance.
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d. Providing Assistance to the Client - The evaluator is encour-
aged to eneurethe client knows how to perform the'task before
he begins to work; procedures- for assisting the client after

he has started the task are not specified.

5. Scoring and Norms

a. Timing - The .evaluator times the client, but no procedure for

timing'is established.

b. Timing-Interval - Timing begins foll6wing instruction and
stdOs upon completion of the,tesk.

c. Time Norms - Time results are rated on a five-point scale,

based upon the number, of minutes tp completion.

d. Error Scoring - All items are checked against carefully'defined

scoring criteria.

e. Scoring'Aide - Extensive use is made of transparent overlays

and other scoring aide.

f. Quality Mims - All work samples are rated on a five-point
scale, bawd upon the number of errors.

g. Emphasis in Scoring - Time and the quality of the finished

product are given equal weight.

8. PagEKELLELOJIMINg.

a. Work Performance - Few work,factors are specified end none are

specified for individual work samples.

b. Woric'Seheviore - Work behaviors are not specifiCa defined.

c. Rating System - A five-point system is used to rate "work and .

personal characteristics"; the points on the scale. arb not

clearly defined.

d. Frequency of Observation - Frequent observations are not empha-

sized, but are taken for granted.

Reporanq

e. Forms - Standardized forms are used for attendance.and punc-
tuality; for a summary of time and quality results for each

work sapple; and for a "vocational evaluation report."

b. Final Report Format.- The final report contains, a narrative

summary using a standardized outline and a section containing
mainly global ratings'of the client. Personal contact with
the counselor is recommended.

8. !Malty

a. Vocational Exploration - yhe client ie exposed to many different
training areas which pre representative of a variety of jobs;

The manual contains specific occupational information that is

given during the administration of the work samples.
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b. Vocational*Reciommendatione - Vocational recommendations are
limited to Jobs which are diiectly related to the work samples.
The recommendations are not highly related to the DOT and are'
primarily treining orientated.

p. Counselor Utilization -.Counselor involvement in the evaluation
process is recommended; the final report is aimed at the
counselor.

Training in the System

a. Tillining Required - Yes

b. lyraining Available - Yes

Co Duration - Three weeks

d. Follow-up - No

10. Technical Consideratib.ns

a. Norm Base - The system was normed on clients at the Institute
for the Crippled and Disabled (IC0); sample sizes or character-
istics are not given. Industrial norms are not available.

b. IReliabikity No data available.

c. Validity -.A.seven city'research study produced equivocal
results.

11y Reviewer's Summary and Comments - The.TOWER System is the oldest
complete work Evaluation' system and over the years has served as a
model for the development of many work samples. The TOWER uses a
realistic job setting-to thoroughly evaluate'clients for a .rpther .

narrow group pf jobs. The facts that the TOWER Liiee based on job
analysis and that the system has been used for many years to place
and train handicapped people are indications that the system is
very useful in evaluating clients for a small group of jobs. The
lack of precise definitions for work performance factors and client
behaviors and the lack of.adequate norms are the major weaknesses.
of the system. The high use of-written instructions and the high
level of the areas eValuated restriáts its use with low literate
and mentally retarded clients. -

12. Address

lCD Rehabilitation and Research Center
340 East 24th Street:
New York New York 10010

13. Cost - $300.00 for three copies of all work samples and forms;
training tuition is $150.00, which includes manual. Noee: No

. hardware is sold by ICD, each facility constructs the work.
samples. lCD estimates cost to set gp unit at about $5,000.00,
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VALPAO COMPONENT WORK SAMPLE SERIES-

(VALPAR)

1. Development

a. Sponsor - Valpar Corporation

b. Target Group - Industrially'Ynjured hibrkers

c. Basis of System - Trait-and-factor approach based on task
analysis.

2. Organization

a. Number of Work Samples - At present the following 12 work
samples are contained in the system:

(1) Small Tools (mechanical); (2) Size Discrimination;
(3) Numericak_Sorting; (4) Upper Ektremity Range of Motion;
(5) Clerical Comprehension and Aptitude; (6) Independent.
Problem Solving; (7) Multi-Level Sorting; (8) Simulated
Assembly; ,(9) Whole Body Range of,Motion; (10) Tri-Level
Measurement; (11) Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination; and (12)
Soldering.

b. Grouping - The work samples were developed and are intended
for use as individual components and ere pot grouped as an
evaluation system.

c. Packaging of Work SaMples - Each work sample is self-contained.
Most are packaged in lockable cases.

1. Manual - Separate spiral bound:offset manuals are provided
for each work sample. Each manual contains all details
necessary for that particular component.

3. Work Evaluation Process,

a. Preliminary Screening - Not required

b. Sequence of Work Sample Administration - The order end number
of work samples administered is left up to the discretion bf
the evaluator.

c. Client Involvement - Because work sample administration re-
sembles a formal testing situation, client involvement is
minimal; feedback on performance is left pp to the discretion
of the facility and individual evaluator.

.d. Evaluation Setting Not specified

e. Time to,Complete Entire System - Not specified; note that this
is a group of components not a system. (Reviewer estimates
12-15 hours for all 12 units.)

1
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4. Administration

a.. Procedures - The material required, instructions to evaluator,
and layout are.q.early described in the manual; detailed
drawings are used to insure understanding.

Method of Instruction Giving - All inatructiuns are oral and
demonstration; reading is not required except when necessary

to.perform the given task.

c. Repeating Work Samples - Readministration is encouraged for

upgrading, if desired by the evaluator.

d. Providing Assistance to Client - The evaluator is encouraged to

insure the client has a thorough understanding of the task

before beginning. Practice trials are given as part of the
instruction's on every work sample, and a clear understanding
should exist before starting on the task. The manuals do not
specify assistance to the client after timing has started.

Jib

5. Scoring and Norms

a. 'Timing - Evaluator times client.

b. Timing Interval - From the end of instructions to completion of .

the task.

c. Time Norms - Completion time in seconds is recorded for each

Portion of all tasks and for disassembly. The total time

converted to percentile norms.

d. Error Scoring - Errors are well defined; the number of errors
is recorded for each part of the sample and totaled. Total

errors are converted to a percentile score.

e. Scoring Aids - Some use is made of scoring aids.

f. Quality Norms - No separate quality norms are used. Time and

error scores are combined to obtain a total performance score.

g. Emphasis in Scoririg - Emphasis is dividSd equally betqven quality

4 and quantity.

6. Observation of Clients

a. Work Performance - No work factors are specified in detail for

individual work samples.

b. Work Behaviors - The same 17 defined worker characteristics are

used for all the work samples. Many of these seem to require
subjective judgment on the part of the evaluator. Evaluators

.are encouraged to use only those characteristics which apply.

c. Rating System - The evaluator uses. a 5-point scale to rate
clients on each of the 17 worker characteristics.

d. Frequency of Observation - Frequency of observation is not spec-

ifiecW however, frequent evaluator contact is required on many

work samples due to the administration and scoring procedure.
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7. Reporting

a. Forms - Standard forms ve used for scoring and rating of worker
characteristics. Body position charts are included with the
Upper Body Range of Motion and Whole Body Range of. Motion work
samples for recording pain and fatigue areas.

b. Final Report Format Because this is not an evaluation system,
but a group of independent work sampl!s no final report form is
used.

8. UiilitV

a. Vocational Exploration - There is limited opportunity for voca-
tional exploration due to the abstract nature of the work samples.

b. Vocational RecomMendations - Because these are individual compo-
nents and not a system evaluation, vocational recommendations
cannot be made on the basis of one work sample. The manual
indicates areas for further vocational exploration.

c. Counselor Utilization 7.Because the system uses the purchasing
facility's report format, counselor utilization cannot be
specified.

9. Training in the System

a. Training Required.- No

b. Training Available - Yes

c. Duration - Consultation and training up to 10 days depending on
the needs of the evaluator"

10. Technical Considerations
,MINa

a. Norm Base - Norms are available on: (1) cliertps, (2) sheltered
workshop employees, and (3) employedlworkers.- Some sample
characteristics are not clearly described.

b. Reliability - Test-retest reliability coefficients were.obtained
for most work samples; most reliability estimates areTairly
high.

c. Validity - No data available.

11. Reviewers Jummary and Comments - The Velpar Component Work Sample
beries currently consists of 12 individual work samples which are
physically well designed end constructed. They are appealing to
clients and lend themselves to easy administration and scoring.
Individual work samples can be easilyiincorporated into an existing
evaluation program, However, becausefthemg individual work samples
can be purchesed as needed by facilities, there are no unified final
report forms, and other aspects of an integrated system are lacking.
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12. Address

Valpar Corporation
655 N. Alvernon
Suite 108
Tucson, Arizona 85716

13. Cost - $5,060 for the current 12 work samples. Individual samples

range from $260 to $600.

14. Reference

Brandon, T. L.,-Button, W. L., Rastatter, C. J., & Ross, D. R.,
Valpar Component Work Sample System. In A. Sax (Ed.), Innovations
in vocational evaluation and work adjustment. Vocational Eval-'

uation and Work Adjustment Bulletin, 1975, 8 (2), 59-63.
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WIDE .RAN4EMPLOYMENT. SAMPLE TEST

(WREST)

1. Development,

a. Sponsor - Guidance Associates of Delaware, Inc,

b. Target Group - Not specified; howeVer, the original work
samples were developed in a sheltered workshop dealing with
the mentally retarded and physically handicapped.

c. Basis of System - Not specified

2. Organization

a. Name and Number of Work Samples - The ten work samples are as
follows:

(1) Single, Double Folding, Pasting and Stuffing; (2) Stapling;
(3) Bottle Packaging; (4) Rice Measuringi (5) Screw Assembly;
(6) Tag Stringing; (7) Scratch Pasting; (8) Colleting; (9) Color
and Shade Matching; and (10) Pattern Making.

b. 'Grouping of Work Samples - Each work sample is independent.

c. Packaging of Work Samples.- The work samples are ngt individ-
ually packaged.

d. Manual A spirerlbound printed manual with photographs Contains
all system details.

3. Work EvalUation Process

a. Preliminary Screening - Not specified

b. Sequence of Work Sample Administration - Work samples are'ad-
ministered in order starting with number one and ending with
number ten.

c. Client Involvement - The manual does not contain information- on
client involvement. Because the WREST resembles a formal testing
situation, it is assumed that there is little client involvement.

d. Evaluatio0 Setting - Not epecified

e. Time to Complete the Entire System - Administration time for
individual clientsris about one ard a half hours; small groups
pf three to six persons take about two hours.

Administration

a. Procedures - For each work sample, the manual describes the pur-
pose, and gives the materials, scoring information and instruc-
.tions. A photograph is used.to ensUre proper layout. The WREST
can be administered to small groups of,three to six persons.
Duplicate sets of,the WREST are necessary for group adminis-
tration.
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b. -.Method of Instruction Giving .7 All instructions are'oral and

demonstration; no reading is required.

c. ,Repeating Work Samples - Re&Oministration of work samples is

emphasized for upgrading. 'Between six end ten retests are

recommended for tiaining. Manual does not specify whet

training is to be used for when completed.

d. .Providing Assistance to Client - The evaluator is encouraged

to ensure the client knows hOw to perform the task before he

begins to work; procedures for assisting the client after he

has started the task are not specified.

5. Scoring and Norms s

al Timing - The evaluator times the client with a stopwatch.

4. Timing Interval ,-.Timing-is begun after the client understands

the task and usually stops when the work.sample is coMpleted.

However, when the client reaches the time period correspontling

to a scaled score of zero far s particular work sample, the

task may be discontinued.

c. Time Norms - The number of minutes and seconds to complete the

work sample are recorded; these are compared to.scale bcores

rangpg from p through.19.

d. Error Scoring - All completed parts are Oecked against the

mlearly defined scoring criteria givFn in.the manual. ;

e. Scoring Aids - No use is made pi' scorilg aids.

f. Quality Norms - The errors for all ter work samples.are added

together and the total compared to a norms table.

g. Emphasis in Scoring - The time results are emphasized.

6. Observation of Clients

a. Work Performance - Neiiher specific work performance factors

nor-tlyir observation are mentioned in the manual.

Work Behaviors - No specific work behaviors are defined anS no

information is given for their observation.

c. Rating System - No method of rating behaviors-is used.

d. Frequency of Observation - Not specified

7. Reporting.

a. Forms - A "Summary of Results Form" is used to record perform-

ance and general remarks.

b. Final Report Format - Not specified; manual makes no reference

to a final report.
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Utility

a. Vocational Exploration - The very simple nature of most of the
work samples makes the WREST of lite use in job exploration.

b. Vocational Recommendations Not spe ified

c. Counselor Utilization - Not specified

9. IZakigalla.t1LAYALIE

a. Training Required - No

b. Training Available - No

c. Duration - Not applicable

d. Follow-up - No

10. Technical Considerations

a. Norm Base - Male and female norms are available for a numb'eT of
different age groups. The manual does not give the source of
these groups and It is not known if they are clients, workers,
Or from the general population. Norms are also available on a
small sample of employed workers.

b. Reliability - Some reliability estim es are presented. Test-
retest reliabilities are very high. Also given are estimates
uf internal, consistency;,the methodology used to obtain these
estimates is very much open to question.

.

.c. Validity - No data available

11. Reviewer's Summary.And Comments - The WREST consists of ten, short,
low-level taska apparently designed to assess mainly the manipulation
and dexterity abilities of the client. Although it is not stated in

' the manual, the WREST seems most useFul in assessing new clients for
assignment to suitable work projects-within a sheitered workshop.

.The emphasis upon repeating the work samplep many times should pro- ,

vide an evaltiation of the client's ability to improve his performance
under repeated practice conditions. The major problems of the
system center around the lack of systematic behavior observations,
failure to relate results to the competitive job market, and the

: apparent lack of a useable final report for the referring counselor
. or agency.

-12. Addreas

Guidance Associates of Delaware, Inc.
1526 GilOin
Milmington, Da%aware 19806

13. .Cost - $595.00 for work samples and 25 record forms; manual is
11(7,76o.
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